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INTRODUCTION 

The deposition of a defendant-physician is 
one of the most important aspects of medical 
malpractice litigation. The permanency of the 
sworn testimony it produces is only rivaled by 
the impact it will have in defending the case at 
trial. Meticulous preparation requires command 
of the physician's record and the involved medi-
cine, the identification and analysis of liability 
and causation issues, as well as the damages 
being claimed, thorough consideration of 
potential defense positions, and familiarity 
with the tactics employed by plaintiff's attorney. 
The value of these principles has been proven 
during the four years that have elapsed since 
New York State enacted restrictive rules for con-
ducting depositions. 

DEPOSITION RULES 
FOLLOWING OCTOBER 1, 2006 

On October 1, 2006, a new Part 221 of the 
Uniform Rules for the Trial Courts governing 
the conduct of depositions was adopted by the 

Chief Administrative Judge of the Courts, and 
ushered in what has been referred to as a 
"bonanza for the plaintiff's side" in medical mal-
practice cases.1  

The new rules provide that no objections 
shall be made at a deposition, except those 
which would be waived if not raised, such as 
objections to the form of the question. If an 
objection is made, the witness must nonetheless 
answer the question. The prior practice of an 
attorney utilizing speaking objections to assist 
the witness during the deposition was also 
addressed and, now, any objection must be stat-
ed succinctly and framed "so as not to suggest an 
answer to the deponent." Only if requested by 
the questioning attorney may the defect in the 
question or the basis of the alleged error or irreg-
ularity be discussed. 

The prior practice of instructing a client not 
to answer a question felt to be prejudicial or oth-
erwise improper was also addressed in the new 
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provisions. A witness must now answer 
all questions at a deposition unless: (1) 
doing so would violate a privilege or right 
of confidentiality; (2) the questioning is 
limited by a prior court order; or (3) the 
question is "plainly improper" and 
would, if answered, cause "significant 
prejudice" to any person. Finally, the 
prior practice of conferring with a wit-
ness during the deposition has also been 
precluded, and a deposition shall not be 
interrupted for this purpose without the 

of questioi 	consent of all parties. 

iber 	COURT DECISIONS 

favoc 	Over the course of the last four years, 
New York courts have repeatedly 

�swe; 	enforced these new provisions and com- 
pelled witnesses to re-appear for deposi- 
tions and answer questions their counsel 
instructed them not to answer. While 
some of these decisions have been obvi- 
ous - an attorney's refusal to allow his 

client to answer questions regarding a document the wit-
ness acknowledged signing and then "not-so-subtly" 
instructing the witness as to the response that should be 
given - others have not. For example, courts have com-
pelled physicians to answer questions regarding the 
thought processes and care rendered by other providers 
where such questions did not directly seek opinions of the 
care of his co-defendants2  and to answer hypothetical 
questions regarding patient management.3  Witnesses have 
also been compelled to answer questions regarding inter-
pretations of conditions depicted in photographs without 
any foundation establishing the timing of those condi-
tions, and a resident has been required to comment on the 
examination findings contained in a note of a supervising 
physician where that resident was not involved in the 
examination.4  

The courts have generally held that disputes 
regarding the materiality or relevancy of a line of ques-
tioning should be resolved in favor of answering the 
questions posed. For example, witnesses produced on 
behalf of a hospital suing a vendor for breach of con- 

tract were compelled to respond to questions concern-
ing prior settlements entered into by that hospital per-
taining to abusive billing practices, notwithstanding 
the lack of demonstrated relevance to the hospital's 
breach of contract claim.5  Limitations have been 
imposed when questioning a non-party witness regard-
ing personal identifying information or other matters 
unlikely to lead to relevant, admissible evidence or 
where a defendant physician was asked to comment as 
to the propriety of the care of a co-defendant care 
provider. 

IMPLICATIONS TO 
THE DEFENDANT PHYSICIAN 

The current deposition rules and the aggressive tactics 
employed by plaintiff's attorneys since their enactment 
pose additional challenges to the defendant-physician and 
emphasize the need for careful preparation in advance of 
the deposition. 

1. Understanding the Plaintiff's Claims and Theories 

A thorough understanding of the medical records, the 
involved medicine, and plaintiff's theories regarding the 
departures from the standard of care and their proximate 
causation to the injuries claimed are critical. Prior to the 
deposition, the physician must establish a detailed time-
line of his care and treatment and reconstruct his thought 
processes, including, inter a/ia, the interpretation of avail-
able clinical and diagnostic data, differential diagnoses, 
work-up, and appropriate explanations regarding the 
medical judgment exercised along the way. This 
approach allows the witness to anticipate lines of ques-
tioning, and to recognize the ultimate destination the 
plaintiff's attorney is attempting to reach early during 
a particular line of questioning. 

2. Knowing Your Adversary 
A key to alleviating the stress and anxiety evoked by a 

deposition is having knowledge of the opposing attorney's 
questioning style. The ability to anticipate the manner in 
which the opposing counsel is expected to conduct the 
deposition allows the witness and his attorney to tailor 
their preparation accordingly. For instance, certain plain-
tiff's attorneys conduct depositions in a very focused man- 

2 Grisanti v. Kurss, 2010 NY Slip Op 51579[U] [Sup Cr, Erie County 2010, NeMoyei, J.] 
3 Bubar p. Brodrnan, 	NY3d, 2010 NY Slip Op 20o07 [Sup Cr, Pile County 2010, NeMoyer. JI. 

Lunt v. Mt. Sinai Hospital, 2010 NY Slip Op 32468[U] [Sup Cr, NY County 2010, LobE, J.[. 
Staten island University Hospital v. Comprehensive Habilitation Services, 2007 NY Slip Op 30040[U] [Sup Cr, Richmond County 2007, McMahon, J.[. 
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opposing attorneyc questioning 

'yes and their attorneys to 

ncr, avoiding long-winded discussions of background 
information and definitions, focusing primarily on med-
ical records. Other counsel will spend most of the first 
part of the deposition discussing the physician's back-
ground and general medical principles to lay the founda-
tion for later questions based upon the medical records. 
Some counsel attempt to tire the witness, leaving the most 
significant liability questions for very late in the day when 
they hope fatigue and frustration have set in. While some 
counsel are aggressive and pointed in their questioning, 
others will present in a warmer, friendlier manner. As the 
deposition process is often a disquieting event for the 
defendant physician, the ability to familiarize the witness 
with its procedures, and the demeanor and style of the 
questioner, is invaluable. 

3. Preparing For Medical Definitions 
and General Information 
Many sophisticated plaintiff's counsel spend a con-

siderable amount of time questioning the defendant 
physician regarding general medical definitions and prin-
ciples before delving into the specific facts of a particular 
case. These questions are designed, however, to commit 
the physician to the specific diagnosis at issue in the case 
and to elicit his description of its care and treatment. 
Plaintiff's attorney will then confront the physician 
with the particular facts of the case in an effort to cre-
ate inconsistencies between the standard of care set 
forth in the medical definitions with his diagnosis, care 
and treatment of plaintiff. 

Through careful preparation and consideration of 
these issues in advance, however, the physician can be well 
prepared to provide such medical definitions and expla-
nations in a manner most consistent with the medical 
management in question and all aspects of his approach 
in similar situations. 

4. Preparing for Hypothetical Questions 

Physicians may also be confronted in the deposi-
tion with hypothetical questions in which they are 
asked to assume a certain set of facts and to testify as 
to the appropriate management in the assumed sce-
nario. Such questions are especially useful for plaintiffs 
in cases involving contested facts, such as a dispute 
over the patient's presentation, the medical history that 
was provided, or issues of informed consent. Plaintiffs 
use such questions to elicit the physician's management 
approach and standard of care in a factual setting dif-
ferent from that which the physician maintains 
occurred in the instant case. 

Through the physician's careful review of the med-
ical records and consultation with counsel, such ques-
tions can be anticipated and prepared for. By under-
standing the plaintiff's theories of liability and the fac-
tual issues in dispute, the physician can be well armed 
to identify the disputed facts highlighted in these 
hypothetical questions, and be prepared to provide an 
appropriate response that protects the his/her defenses 
to the case at bar. 

5. Understanding the Defense Approach to the Case 

In depositions, there may be moments when the wit-
ness is unable to recall the agreed upon strategy discussed 
with his counsel with respect to a particular issue or when 
an unexpected line of questioning is posed. In this situa-
tion, the witness' awareness of the defense theory and 
strategy can provide valuable guidance as to the most 
appropriate way to address plaintiffs' counsel's line of 
questioning. For instance, a physician questioned 
regarding post-operative blood pressure management 
may have momentarily forgotten the strategy for 
explaining why a particular anti-hypertensive medica-
tion was omitted from the discharge instructions, a 
thorough understanding of the defense strategy of rely-
ing upon medical judgment and the need to maintain 
slightly higher than normal pressures to ensure ade- 
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quate organ perfusion in the post-operative period will 
allow the witness to fashion an appropriate response to a 
question regarding a specific medication. 

CONCLUSION 

The current deposition rules are designed to prevent 
obstructive behavior by counsel during the deposition of 
their witness. Since the implementation of these rules, 
however, we have encountered plaintiff's attorneys, think-
ing they represent a "bonanza for the plaintiff's side," 
attempting to take advantage of these rules by conducting 
their depositions in a manner designed to confuse the wit-
ness and hinder the witness' ability to accurately convey 
the defense positions. A defense attorney's role during the 
deposition is to ensure the questions posed are fair and 
understandable, and to facilitate the witness' ability to 
respond to those questions in a complete and appropriate 
manner. Ultimately, however, the preparation by the wit-
ness, both on their own and with their attorney, is the 
most critical element to a successful deposition. This level 
of preparation can only be achieved by the witness' dili-
gent review of the relevant records and a thorough discus-
sion with their attorney regarding the medical issues in the 
case and the medical treatment rendered. The ability to 
effectively anticipate lines of questioning and to be pre-
pared to respond to such questions can only be accom-
plished in this manner, and may require multiple meet- 

ings in more complex cases and/or where the witness has 
not previously been deposed. A witness who is familiar 
with their records and the overall course of treatment, 
who is aware of the plaintiff's liability claims and theories, 
and who has already determined the position they will be 
taking with respect to those claims and theories, is best 
able to defend themselves effectively at their deposition. 

Thomas A. Mobilia is a senior partner and 
trial attorney at MCB who has defended 
the Firms hospital clients, medical prac-
tices and physicians in high exposure neu-
rosurgical, cardiothoracic, orthopedic and 
obstetrical cases in state and federal 
courts for over seventeen years. He has 
also represented physicians and health 
care professionals in disciplinary proceed-
ings brought by the New York State DOH, 
OPMC and OPD. 

Michael Sonkin is a senior partner and trial ML attorney whose legal practice primarily 
encompasses state and federal medical 
malpractice matters in which he handles 
the defense of physicians and hospitals 
from inception through trial. His practice 
also includes legal malpractice defense 
and personal injury defense.  
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:j 
The Evaluation of Damages Exposure in Cases of Catastrophic Injury 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 
9:00 am. - 12:00 p.m. (Breakfast will be served starting at 8:30 a.m.) 

Helmsley Hotel - Knickerbocker ABC 
Sponsored by: Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP 

This 3.5 credit CLE will be presented by Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP Senior Partner John L.A. Lyddane and 
Head of the Firm's Appellate Department, Partner Barbara D. Goldberg. For further information or to register for this event, 

please contact Lauren Rogers at rogerl@mcblaw.com  or 212-471-1235. 



THE DEFENSE OF THE 
EXTREME PREMATURE INFANT CASE 
WITH SEVERE NEUROLOGICAL, INJURIES 
BY: BRUCE G. HABIAN 

he defense elements outlined herein are crucial to a 
successful result. Arguing against plaintiff claims of an 
improperly managed labor process - usually focused 

on the delay in planning and performing a C-section - is the 
defense position of the premature status as the sole cause of 
neurologic deficits. 

- Very low birth weight, immature pulmonary status, statistical 
evidence of expected deficits, and hard evidence of data such as 
head films and cord gases can be important elements in a suc-
cessful defense. 

- An analysis of the gestational age is crucial; comparison of the 
last menstrual date with serial sonography can yield a differen-
tial of even more than a week's gestational age. The risk factors 
for neurologic impairment post-birth are directly related to the 
degree of prematurity. Serial sonograms may even uncover an 
intrauterine growth retardation/restriction; such finding can 
allow for investigation of the placental tissue relative to chron-
ic and progressive impairments of maternal nutritional trans-
port to the fetus. 

- If an early rupture of membranes is clinically present, there 
usually is an ascending infection component so as to allow for 
such rupture. The fetus is at greater risk for a chorioamnionitis 
environment adverse insult. A placental analysis can reveal a 
direct fetal infectious situs such as flinisitis. Direct infection as 
well as cytokine related inflammation must be investigated by 
histological study. 

- The timeliness of delivery, notwithstanding a significant pre-
mature status may be absolutely necessary if the risk of infec-
tion is considered. Even steroid administration so as to mature 
the lung tissue may have a limited window of time. Induction 
or cesarean section will be the obstetrical judgments enter-
tained. The defensibility of the management can be greatly 
augmented by means of maternal/fetal specialist consultation 
in conjunction with the general obstetrician's management 
decisions. 

- The fetal heart rate notations must be calculated; an estab 
lished baseline must be known so as to compare expected van. 
ability from the baseline values. Pcusisteni bJ:a(iycaI:dia and 
tachycardia must be avoided. 

- Correct Apgar scoring must bc assessed, pre{rably by ticona 
tal specialists at delivery. Placement in an ICU setting should 
be evidence of the at risk status of the premature infant. 

- Post-birth sonography as well as CT and Mifi films can be 
helpful in the documentation of the absence of oxygen depri-
vation to the newborn premature's brain structure. Cystic dam-
age of brain tissue and periventricular leukomalacia can relate 
to the premature status alone. The well-known fragility of the 
extreme premature cerebral blood vessels, particularly with 
expected pressure changes between placental oxygenation and 
post-birth lung exchanges can be a strong defense point in 
arguing against oxygen deprivation during the birth process. 

- The absence of cerebral vessel bleeds is important data. 

- Expected respiratory acidosis, particularly as a result of 
Hyaline membrane conditions, is a post-birth premature phe-
nomenon; clinical bagging and positive pressure oxygenation 
are common techniques. Even necessary intubation can allow 
for pulmonary complications to these at risk newborns. Cord 
gas analysis per acid base status is vital chemical proof Oxygen 
delivery and carbon dioxide retention data must be reviewed 
and correlated with the premature status, together with the 
resuscitation efforts. 

A complete assessment of the medical chart and subse-
quent treatment records by trial experts in various disciplines is 
requited. These include reviews per a maternal/fetal high risk 
specialist, a placental pathologist, as well as a neonatologist and 
pediatric neuroradiologist. 

The above should serve as a basic checklist of data and 
issues to be reviewed by defense counsel. The focus should be 
that whatever neurologic deficits the newborn has progressive-
ly demonstrated are solely related to the unavoidable significant 
premature status, before a "corrected age" can he given to the 
infant. 

A broad scope of neonatal-based liability issues is frequent-
ly the subject of plaintiff's attack at trial. This area will be 
addressed in a separate article in the future. 

11 
Bruce G. Habian is a senior partner and trial 
attorney at Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP and has 
represented the Firm's core clients in medical 
malpractice and professional liability defense lit- 
igation for more than 30 years. Mr. Habian spe- 
cializes in the defense of severe infant neuro- 
logical injuries, with their attendant high finan- 
cial exposure and risk, spinal pathology cases 

cancer medicine. He has lectured and writ- L and 
ten extensively concerning breast cancer. Mr. 
Habian is a member of the American College of 
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BY: STEVEN M. BERLIN AND BRADLEY J. BARTOLOMEO 

ithough several significant provisions of the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
('Affordable Care Act"), the federal health care 

reform legislation that became effective on March 23, 
2010, have already been implemented, the government 
has delayed implementing others, and the Act has been 
challenged in the courts and in Congress. Clearly, this is 
a matter of concern to employers, health care providers 
and patients alike. The Affordable Care Act is off to a 
bumpy start and what it will require in the future is 
becoming more challenging to predict. 

Understanding the Act and the anticipated effect it 
will have on employers and the general public remains in 
its infancy. This is partially due to the breadth of the Act, 
which is complex and intended to be implemented over 
several years. This is also because the scope of the Act will 
be found in the implementing regulations, which the 
government has only begun to issue, and the numerous 
court interpretations and legislative adjustments that will 
continue to shape the landscape. 

Broadly speaking, the Affordable Care Act affects 
group, individual and self-insured plans. It contains 
numerous insurance market reforms, such as requiring 
enhanced benefits, which may impact premiums. It is 
intended to be implemented over time. Some provisions 
were effective immediately upon enactment, such as a tax 
credit incentive for small employers to provide health 
insurance for their workers and a requirement that most 
employers provide break time for nursing mothers. 
Other provisions became effective on June 23, 2010, 

/t 

it will require in th 

hal/c 

such as a subsidy for companies providing health cover-
age to early retirees or a temporary high risk pool for 
individuals with pre-existing conditions. A significant 
number of insurance market reforms became effective on 
September 23, 2010, such as the elimination of lifetime 
limits for "essential health benefits," extension of 
dependent coverage until age 26, coverage of pre-existing 
conditions for children, new appeals processes for claims 
denials, coverage of emergency care at in-network levels, 
provision of ob-gyn services without prior authorization 
and restrictions on rescissions of coverage. Plans that 
qualify as grandfathered plans, a determination made 
after an extensive analysis, are excused from complying 
with some of these reforms. 

Additional provisions are effective in each of the next 
several years. By 2014, most U.S. citizens and legal resi-
dents must have health insurance or pay a tax. This is 
generally known as the "individual mandate." Also by 
2014, state health insurance exchanges should be created 
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to enable individuals - generally those who do not have 
the option to purchase insurance through an employer's 
plan - and smaller employers to purchase health insur-
ance at what are anticipated to be more affordable rates 
than would otherwise be available. Sliding scale premium 
credits and cost/sharing credits will also be available for 
individuals and families earning up to 400% of federal 
poverty level, with hardship exemptions for the poorest 
of Americans (who will be eligible for Medicaid). 
Further, by 2014, most businesses with more than 50 
full-time employees will have to provide a base level of 
health insurance or pay a tax. 

As with most large pieces of legislation, many of the 
Act's provisions are dependent on implementing regula-
tions. Some of these have already been promulgated, but 
many more remain to be issued by various federal agen-
cies, predominantly the Departments of Health and 
Human Services, Labor and Treasury. To date, despite a 
flurry of regulatory activity to address the Act's earliest 
effective provisions, only a handful of regulations have 
been issued. A better understanding of the Act can only 
be attained once additional and ultimately the final reg-
ulations are adopted and implemented for all of its pro-
visions. Further, for some provisions already due to be 
implemented, the effective date has been delayed pend-
ing additional regulatory development or because the 
implementing agencies deemed it to be practical to have 
such a delay. For example, the Act provides that begin-
ning in 2011, employers are required to report the value 
of employer-provided health care coverage on employees' 
W-2 forms. However, due to the onerous nature of com-
pliance with this new reporting requirement, the federal 
government announced in October 2010 that it was 
delaying it for a year to give employers more time to pre-
pare for full compliance with the law. Similar moratori-
ums have been issued for other provisions of the Act. 

A flurry of legal challenges and legislative activity will 
also likely impact and alter the Act's requirements and 
create uncertainty. Court decisions have compounded 
the confusion for employers looking to plan their future 
compliance with the Act with recent decisions that 
sharply conflict with each other in terms of the constitu-
tionality of the Act and many of its provisions. For 
example, in the recent decision of commonwealth of 

of the Ae 
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Virginia v. Sebelius, a federal district court in Virginia 
ruled narrowly in favor of the state's constitutional chal-
lenge to the provision requiring most U.S. citizens to 
maintain minimum health insurance starting in 2014 or 
otherwise be subject to a monetary penalty. The decision 
issued on December 13, 2010, held that Section 1501 of 
the Act (the individual mandate provision), "exceeds the 
constitutional boundaries of congressional power." In so 
ruling, the district court opined that the law's require-
ment that Americans obtain insurance exceeds the power 
given to Congress under the Commerce Clause. The rul-
ing further held that Section 1501 of the Act should be 
severed and anticipated that this could be done without 
significant or irreparable harm to the remaining provi-
sions of the Act. The case is currently on appeal to the 
Fourth Circuit and recent developments have included 
expediting the appeal so that oral arguments will be held 
in early May 2011. 

A similar ruling was made in the matter of State of 
Florida v. US. Department ofHealth and Human Services. 
There, a federal district court in Northern Florida had 
previously held the plaintiffs, which at the time of the 
writing of this article are 26 states (excluding New York 
and New Jersey), have standing to proceed with their 
constitutional challenge to the individual mandate provi-
sion of the Act. The plaintiff states also asserted that the 
new law poses a Hobson 's choice by requiring the states 
to either accept the new costs built into the Act or be 
forced to forfeit federal Medicaid funding, creating an 
impermissible tax. Motions for summary judgment were 
filed by the respective parties and oral arguments were 
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heard on the impermissible tax issue as well as on 
whether the individual mandate provisions of the Act 
were constitutional. Like the district court in Virginia, in 
its opinion issued on January 31, 2011, the district court 
in Florida held the Act's individual mandate provision 
was unconstitutional because it fell "outside Congress' 
Commerce Clause power, and it cannot be otherwise 
authorized by an assertion of power under the Necessary 
and Proper Clause." The court however denied plain-
tiffs' argument regarding the impermissible tax argu-
ment. Further, unlike the district court in Virginia, this 
court concluded that the individual mandate provision is 
not severable from the Act itself, and on those grounds, 
held that the entire Act was unconstitutional. However, 
the court ruled the Act would remain in effect and con-
tinue to be implemented until such time as a final deci-
sion was made on these issues. 

These rulings contradict other similar challenges to 
the Act which were dismissed by federal judges in 
Michigan and Virginia in 2010. In the Michigan matter 
of Thomas More Law Center et at v. Barack Obama et at, 
a federal district judge in Detroit denied plaintiffs' 
request for an injunction to halt preparations for putting 
federal health reforms into full effect in 2014. In this 
same opinion, the court also summarily dismissed other 
constitutional challenges as to the individual mandate 
and penalty provisions of the Act. This case is now pend-
ing in the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. 
Additional cases are scheduled to be heard in 2011 and 
it is anticipated that eventually the constitutionality of all 
or part of the Affordable Care Act will be resolved by the 
U.S. Supreme Court. 

Since the Act remains the current law of the land, 
employer compliance is mandatory, but the challenge 
lies in knowing how to comply. Where regulations and 
guidance have been issued, there is some clarity to the 
manner and means of complying. Since the governmen-
tal agencies are continuing to issue and revise regula-
tions, employers must be vigilant in following those rule 
making developments and be prepared to adapt. In addi-
tion, because of the continuing challenges to the core 
provisions of the Affordable Care Act, planning for 
changes that will ultimately affect how employers allo-
cate resources to provide insurance to employees is diffi-
cult, if not, at this point, impossible. So buckle-up,  and 
pay attention. If history is a reliable indicator of what lies 
ahead, an-already rocky road to implementation of the 
Act will only become more difficult to navigate and the 
dust of this legal landscape will not settle for some time. 

Steven M. Berlin is a partner at Martin 

Clearwater & Bell LLP and head of the 
Firm's Employment and Labor Practice 
Group. Mr. Berlin has over 25 years of 
litigation experience and is a frequent 
author and lecturer in New York and 
New Jersey on employment law. 
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Bradley J. Bartolomeo is an associate 
at Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP and a 
member of the Employment and Labor 
Practice Group as well as working on 
the defense of medical malpractice 
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LAURIE A. ANNUNZIATO 
AND STEWART G. MILCH ARE NAMED PARTNERS 

Laurie A. Annunziato re-joined the Firm in 2010 as Special Counsel and became a partner in 
2011. Her practice encompasses all aspects of medical and professional liability malpractice defense. 
Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Annunziato was a Trial Attorney with Benvenuto, Arciero & 
McAndrew and a Assistant District Attorney with the Bronx County District Attorneys Office. 

Ms. Annunziato received her J.D,, in 1996 from St. John's University School of Law and her 
B.A. in 1992 from State University of New York at Albany. She is admitted to practice before New 
York state courts, and the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. 

LAURIE A. ANNUNZIATO 

 

Stewart G. Milch joined Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP in 2009 and became a partner in the 
Appellate Practice Group in 2011. He focuses his practice on appeals and related substantive, com-
plex motion practice. Prior to joining the Firm in 2009, Mr. Mitch was the Managing Attorney of 
a small law firm, and practiced as an appellate attorney with other New York City firms. 

Mr. Mitch received his JD from New York Law School in 1993 and his B.A. from Hobart 
College in 1990. He is admitted to practice before New York State Courts, U.S. District Courts 
for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals and the 

A 	U.S. Supreme Court. 
STEWART G. MILCH 

UPCOMING EMPLOYMENT 
AND LABOR SEMINARS 
Essentials of Employment Law: Summer Update 
Wednesday, June 8, 2011; 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Hilton Manhattan East 
Presented by: The Employment and Labor Practice Group of Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP 

Partner and Head of the Firm's Employment and Labor Practice Group, Steven M. Berlin, will present this pro-
gram along with Associates Adam G. Guttell, Janet 0. Lee, Bradley J. Bartolommeo and Douglas Klein. This pro-
gram will cover all recent changes to the laws that have occurred over the last few months and what you need to 
know so that your business is in compliance. It is a must attend for employment professionals. This program is 
accredited for 3 New York State CLE credits. For more information or to register, please contact Lauren Rogers at 212- 
47 1-1235 or rogerl@mcblaw.com. 

New York State FLSA and Wage & Hour Program 
May24, 2011 
Location TBD - New York, NY 
Presented by Lorman Education Services 

Employee lawsuits and government agency enforcement actions for wage and hour violations are at an all-time high, espe-
cially in New York. Penalties on even small errors can be extremely costly for your business.This seminar given by Partner 
and Head of the Firm's Employment and Labor Practice Group Steven M. Berlin as well as Firm Associates Adam G. 
Guttell, Janet 0. Lee and Bradley J. Bartolomeo will decipher the information you need to stay current on the latest rules 
and regulations and to keep your labor costs down. For more information or to register, please contact Lauren Rogers at 
212-471-1235 or rogerl@mcblaw.com. 
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BY: BARBARA D. GOLDBERG AND STEWART G. MILCH 

n December 2010, the Court of Appeals issued the 
latest in a significant line of cases further demonstrat-

ing its intolerance of litigation delay.' In Gibbs v. St. 
Barnabas Hospital, plaintiff's counsel repeatedly ignored 
defendant's requests to provide a bill of particulars. After 
plaintiff finally provided an unsatisfactory bill, the trial 
court issued a conditional order of preclusion, and direct-
ed plaintiff to furnish a supplemental bill within 45 days. 
When plaintiff ignored that order, defendant moved to 
enforce the conditional order and for summary judg-
ment. The trial court granted the motion, but only to the 
extent that plaintiff's counsel was ordered to pay costs of 
$500. The Appellate Division, First Department 
affirmed. 

The Court of Appeals reversed. First, the Court 
found that plaintiff had failed to provide a reasonable 
excuse for his failure to timely provide the bill of par-
ticulars and had also failed to establish the merit of his 
claim. Continuing, the Court recognized "that [trial] 
courts [should] be permitted to exercise discretion in 
the pretrial management of their caseloads," but con-
cluded that "there is also a compelling need for courts 
to require compliance with enforcement orders if the 
authority of the courts is to be respected by the bar, lit-
igants and the public."2  

Gibbs serves as a further reminder that over the past 12 
years the Court of Appeals has grown increasingly intoler-
ant of litigation delay, and has not hesitated to impose the 
harshest possible sanction on habitually noncompliant 
parties.3  

Immediately following Gibbs, on January 18, 2011, 
the Appellate Division, Second Department issued two 
decisions that likewise highlight the importance of timely  

disclosure, particularly as it relates to expert witnesses. The 
first, Campos P. Beth Israel Medical Center,4  involved alle-
gations that defendants left a patient's bed rails down, 
allowing her to fall out of bed. The trial court denied a 
defense motion to preclude plaintiff's expert and other 
witnesses from testifying regarding allegations that were 
not contained in plaintiff's pleadings or expert witness dis-
closures. 

In reversing, the Second Department observed 
that the new allegations were asserted six and one-half 
years after the alleged negligence, four years after the 
action was commenced, nearly four years after plaintiff 
served her original bill of particulars, and one and one-
half years after plaintiff had served an amended bill of 
particulars. The Court also noted that the new allega-
tions were not readily discernible from the allegations 
contained in the earlier pleadings. 

The Campos decision is the latest in a growing body of 
law  holding that a plaintiff cannot assert new theories of 
liability through an expert witness disclosure and that an 
expert will not be permitted to testify beyond the scope of 
the pleadings and CPLR 3101(d) response. It is also a fur-
ther reminder that timely production of expert witness 
information is crucial. 

Along the same lines is Mohamed v. New York City 
Transit Authority,6  which demonstrates that defendants 
must adhere to the same rules. There, the trial court pre-
cluded defense experts from testifying because defendant's 
expert witness disclosures were "untimely and improper." 
The Second Department agreed, and ultimately sustained 
future pain and suffering damages of $3,000,000. Thus, 
it is clear that plaintiffs and defendants alike ignore disclo-
sure directives at their peril. 

1 Gibbs is. St. Barnabas Hospital, 2010 NY Slip op 9198 (2010). 
2 Id. at 2010 NY Slip Op 9198 at '5. 

Set KIhI is. Pfeffer;  94 NY2d 118, 123 (1999) ("if the credibility of court orders and the integrity of our judicial system are to he maintained, a litigant cannot ignore court  
orders with impunity"); Brill is. City of New York, 2 NY3d 648, 653 (2004) ("The present scenario, another example of sloppy practice threatening the integrity of 
our judicial system, rests instead on the violation of legislative mandate"); Miceli is. State Farm Mutual Automobile Jusnianee Company, 3 NY3d 725, 726 (2004) 
("statutory time frames - like court-ordered time frames are not options, they are requirements, to be taken seriously by the parties"); Slate is. Schiavone 
Construction Company, 4 NY3d 816 (2005); and Andrea is. Arnone, Hedin, Gasket; Kennedy and Drake Architects and LandscapeArchiterts, 5 NY3d 514, 521 (2005) 
("Litigation cannot be conducted efficiently if deadlines are not taken seriously, and we make clear again, as we have several times before, that disregard of deadlines 
should not and will not be tolerated"). 

2011 NY Slip Op 344 (2d Dept 2011). 

See also Navarei'te is. Alexiades, 50 AD3d 869 (2d Dept 2008); Durant is. Shuren, 33 AD33 843 (2d Dep't 2006); Lissak is Cerabon 10 AD3d 308 (2d Dept 2004). 

2011 NY Slip Op 364 (2d Dept 2011). 
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artin Clearwater & Bell LLP’s Appellate 
Department consists of a team of dedicated 

late advocacy 
skilled appeals attorneys have worked extensively in the 
fields of health care law, medical negligence, products ha-
hiliry, employment and labor law, professional liability and 
all the practice areas for which MCB is known. Their var-
ied backgrounds include experience in the court system, 
the public sector and private practice. 

A successful appeal begins at the pre-trial 
motion or trial level. Members of our 
Appellate Department work closely with 
other litigators at each stage of the proceedings 
to frame key issues, advance the most persua-
sive arguments, and ensure that issues are 
properly "preserved" for appellate review. This 
collaborative process continues through the 
post-verdict and appellate phases of the litiga-
tion, as our appeals attorneys offer objective 
advice and analysis, and assist in preparing dis-
positive motions as well as appellate briefs. 

Our appellate team also provides detailed evaluations 
of sustainable damages in high-exposure cases, which helps 
posture these cases for favorable settlements. Their knowl-
edge of the revised CPLR Article 50-A, the structured 
judgment statutes applicable to medical malpractice 
actions, allows our clients to obtain the maximum benefits 
of these complex provisions. Through the trial monitoring 
aspect of their practice, members of the Appellate 
Department provide "hands on" assistance to trial counsel 
with motions, requests to charge and other issues that arise, 
as well as reporting back to the client on the day’s pro-
ceedings. 

As appellate advocates, this team has particular expert-
ise in legal research, persuasive writing and cogent oral 
argument. Their successes in the Appellate Division, the 
New York Court of Appeals and the United States Court 
of Appeals for the Second Circuit have helped shaped the 
law of the State of New York. 

New York has a uniquely complicated system of appel-
late courts, each with its own set of procedural rules and 
technical requirements. Our appellate lawyers are familiar  

with both the written and the unwritten rules that are 

tion in each case. 
The specialized knowledge of the members of the 

Appellate Department is reflected in their participation in 
Continuing Legal Education programs for the bench and 
bar, as well as in their published writings for journals and 

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
ARJAY G. YAO, BARBARA D. GOLDBERG AND 
STEWART G. MILCH 

texts addressed to the legal and medical communities. in 
addition, MCB’s appellate attorneys keep other members 
of the staff abreast of current trends and significant devel-
opments through in-house lectures and publications. 

Their combination of specialized skills allows our 
appellate practitioners to provide focused research and 
cost-effective, creative solutions to our clients’ problems. 
Whether the objective is to change an unfavorable result or 
uphold a favorable one, attorneys in the MCB Appellate 
Department know how best to proceed. They have the 
expertise and flexibility to provide a reliable, timely 
response to complex and challenging issues. 

We stand ready to discuss litigation strategy and 
review other matters of concern. A fresh perspective and 
different approach can help lead to a more satisfactory out-
come, such as dismissal of a complaint, a new trial or a sub-
stantial reduction in damages. For more information, visit 
www.mcblaw.com. 

essential to prosecuting or defending appeals in these dif- 

	

specialists who focus their practice on appel- 	ferent courts. They also know the appellate clerks and 

	

in state and federal courts. These highly 	judges, which helps them craft the most effective presenta- 
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AS THE FIRM'S MANAGING PARTNER 

ichael F. Lynch 
assumed the role 

as the Firm's Managing 
Partner in December, 
2010. He is a Senior 
Trial Partner with over 
20 years experience and 
is the Firm's main con- 
tact for all client ques- MICHAEL F. LYNCH 

tions. He can be reached 
at 212-916-0938 or lynchm@mcblaw.com. 

Mr. Lynch has defended the Firm's 
largest hospital clients, as well as individ-
ual doctors, in highly exposed, complex 
obstetrical, gynecological, cardiac, neuro-
logic and ophthalmologic lawsuits. He fre-
quently consults with the Firm's hospital 
clients regarding life care planning and 
complicated damage assessments in per-
sonal injury actions. His practice also 
includes representing healthcare providers 
at disciplinary hearings before New York 
and New Jersey professional practice tri-
bunals. Mr. Lynch has lectured at risk 
management seminars at institutional pro-
fessional malpractice insurance clients, 
teaching hospitals and multi-physician 
group practices in the New York 
Metropolitan area. 

Mr. Lynch has helped to develop the 
Firm's professional liability practice in the 
architectural, engineering, legal and 
accounting malpractice areas. He has 
defended architects and engineers at trial 
regarding the interpretation of the 

America Institute of Architects' form con-
tracts and the scope of liability for design 
professionals in construction accident 
cases. 

Mr. Lynch has defended lawyers in 
areas involving litigation strategy, corpo-
rate governance, criminal law, domestic 
relations and trusts and estates. He has 
defended Certified Public Accountants in 
areas involving tax preparation, audit, 
financial reporting and financial consult-
ing in the real estate, computer software, 
financial securities, and music industries. 
Mr. Lynch also acts as a pre-claim consult-
ant to a professional liability insurer's 
accounting risk management hotline. 

Mr. Lynch's practice also encompasses 
the resolution of insurance coverage disputes, 
including re-insurance coverage disputes in 
the areas of toxic torts, products liability, 
Super Fund and class actions and multi-
district litigation. He has represented the 
firm's insurance company clients interests 
in their coverage disputes in arbitration 
and mediation forums, as well as in state 
and federal courts. 

He received his J.D. in 1989 from St. 
John's University School of Law and his 
B.A. in 1984 from Fordham University. Mr. 
Lynch is admitted to practice before New 
York and New Jersey State Courts, the 
United States District Courts for the 
Southern and Eastern District of 
New York and the District Courts 
of New Jersey. 

Manhattan 
220 East 42nd Street 
New York, NY 10017 
212-697-3122 
212-949-7054 

Nassau County 
90 Merrick Avenue 
East Meadow, NY 11554 
516-222-8500 
516-222-8513 

Westchester County 
245 Main Street 
White Plains, NY 10601 
914-328-2969 
914-328-4056 

New Jersey 
744 Broad Street 
Newark, NJ 07102 
973-735-0578 
973-735-0584 

Defense Practice Update is 
published by Martin Clearwater 
& Bell LLP. This newsletter is 
intended to provide general 
information about significant 
legal developments and general 
information only, and should 
not be used for specific action 
without obtaining legal advice. 
Anyone wishing to retain 
Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP 

should contact Michael F. 
Lynch, Managing Partner, 
220 East 42nd Street, 
New York, New York 10017. 
(212) 697-3122. 
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